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Direct Mail Success Tips From the U.S. Postal Service
Generate Leads, Guarantee Results

Augmented reality is the next big thing for direct mail.
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WASHINGTON — Direct mail spending rose to $21 billion in 2011. Up 2.9 percent from 2010,
according to the Magna Advertising Group, direct mail is one of the largest advertising channels
for U.S. businesses.
“Direct mail creates a one-on-one connection that’s hard for other media channels to match,”
says Tom Foti, manager, Direct Mail and Periodicals. “The average household receives only two
pieces of direct mail a day compared with 157 emails. It lets you incorporate coupons, reply
cards, mobile barcodes — such as QR codes — URLs and other response mechanisms. Direct
mail is a workhorse for generating leads, traffic and sales.”
Direct mail is a powerful part of an integrated marketing campaign. By using it, businesses can
target advertising dollars on those most likely to respond. By choosing what to measure — from
offers to creative elements — businesses can reach almost anyone and then use the data to
improve effectiveness. “Tell customers the complete story; mail is not limited to a 30-second
sound bite,” added Foti.
Virtually everyone has a mailing address, and direct mail allows businesses to tailor each mail
piece with highly personalized messaging, offers and graphics — enabled by today’s
technologies. Tap into countless creative formats, touching every sense through product samples
or QR codes. Begin to learn more about your customers with surveys or reply cards. And as a
highly trackable medium, mail lets you monitor impact and return on investment.
Foti shares simple tips for guaranteed direct mail success:
1. Feature an offer prominently on the front of your mailpiece to boost readership and
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response. Choose the format, list and offer for highest ROI, rather than the lowest cost.
And then track responses to measure the effectiveness of the mail piece.
2. Include mobile barcodes — such as QR codes — certificates and product visuals to
engage the recipient. Use your mail piece to ask your customers what they want or need
but be careful to avoid overwhelming the reader with too much copy or graphics.
3. Think of direct mail as an ongoing customer relationship management tool that picks up
where other media leave off. Be sure to understand that customers will feel mislead and
will likely ignore your messages in the future, if you mark the piece “urgent” when it’s not.
And even if someone can afford your product, they still might not want it.
4. Use mail to achieve your business goals such as acquisition, relationship building and
stakeholder communications. Find out how well your other media are doing by mailing a
short survey. All while saving time and money by keeping your mailing list up-to-date and
eliminating bad addresses before each campaign.
5. Lastly — don’t forget to consider using Every Door Direct Mail, a direct mail service that
allows you to reach every address in a neighborhood without the need for names or
addresses.

For more information about how to be successful with direct mail, visit usps.com/mail.
The Postal Service receives no tax dollars for operating expenses and relies on the sale of
postage, products and services to fund its operations.
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